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Agenda

1. Timing for Next Reliability Ratings
2. 2020 Top Picks Requirements
3. Rollaway Prevention Scoring
Reliability Update: New Data - November 14, 2019

• New Reliability Findings will be Released: Nov. 14, 2019
Reliability Update: New Data - November 14, 2019

• Our traditional October release only reflected responses through June from our Spring survey

• Shifting the release to November allows us to incorporate data collected through September from both our Spring and Summer surveys

• This enables our ratings to reflect more data on 2019 and some 2020 models
Agenda

1. Timing for Next Reliability Ratings
2. 2020 Top Picks Requirements
3. Rollaway Prevention Scoring
Top Picks: Required Safety Features to be considered for a Top Pick

- Feb. 2019:
  - Standard AEB

- Feb. 2020:
  - Standard AEB
  - Pedestrian Detection
Top Picks: Required Safety Features to be considered for a Top Pick

- Pedestrian Detection Verification
  - Info from Manufacturers
  - Check tests at track
  - IIHS Testing
Top Picks: Required Safety Features to be considered for a Top Pick

Possible Future Plans for 2021-2022:

- Highway Speed AEB
- Blind Spot Warning
Factors in Overall Score

- Reliability
- Owner Satisfaction
- Road Test Performance
- Crash Protection & Avoidance

Overall Score
Overall Score: Safety factors that add or subtract from Overall Score

- Feb. 2016: Overall Score Launched w/ Crash Tests and standard AEB (city/highway)/FCW
- Feb. 2017: Rollaway Prevention for Monostable Gear Selectors
- Sept. 2018: Small Overlap Passenger Crash Test
1. Timing for Next Reliability Ratings
2. 2020 Top Picks Requirements
3. Rollaway Prevention Scoring
Rollaway Prevention Update

Since February 2017:
Points have been removed from the Overall Score for vehicles with unconventional gear selectors (monostable, buttons, or knobs) that lack rollaway prevention.
Rollaway Prevention Update

**IF**

- Engine Shut Off

**OR**

- Driver's seat belt is removed and door is opened

**THEN**

- Vehicle Automatically engages PARK or Parking Brake

**IF LEFT IN**

- D
- OR
- R
- OR
- N*

*Audible and visual warning are sufficient if left in Neutral*
Questions?